What spatial data do we need to develop global mammal conservation strategies?
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Spatial data on species distributions are available in two main forms, point locations and distribution maps (polygon ranges and grids). The first are often temporally and spatially biased, and too discontinuous, to be useful (untransformed) in spatial analyses. A variety of modelling approaches are used to transform point locations into maps. We discuss the attributes that point location data and distribution maps must satisfy in order to be useful in conservation planning. We recommend that before point location data are used to produce and/or evaluate distribution models, the dataset should be assessed under a set of criteria, including sample size, age of data, environmental/geographical coverage, independence, accuracy, time relevance and (often forgotten) representation of areas of permanent and natural presence of the species. Distribution maps must satisfy additional attributes if used for conservation analyses and strategies, including minimizing commission and omission errors, credibility of the source/assessors and availability for public screening. We review currently available databases for mammals globally and show that they are highly variable in complying with these attributes. The heterogeneity and weakness of spatial data seriously constrain their utility to global and also sub-global scale conservation analyses.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The mammalian clade receives a disproportionate share of conservation attention, as it includes many focal and flagship species [1]. Yet comprehensive data, including spatial distributions, only became available for all mammals very recently. The latest advances in the compilation of large datasets on mammals offer new opportunities for global analyses, particularly on conservation prioritization and on evaluating the effectiveness of conservation actions. Currently available data at a global scale only partially cover the entire mammalian class and are of five types: taxonomy [2], phylogeny [3], distribution [4,5], life history [6] and conservation status with supplementary information on threats [5]. These datasets have been used in a variety of analyses ranging from large-scale biogeographic and macro-ecological studies (e.g. [7,8]) to site scale conservation planning [9] and attempts to predict the impacts of climatic change on species extinction risk [10,11].

Accurate maps of current species distributions are a key component for the assessment of species conservation status [12–14] and for the identification of conservation priorities [15–18]. Spatial conservation prioritization analyses in particular, including gap analysis and systematic identification of conservation sites, are sensitive to commission (false presence in the map) and omission (false absence in the map) errors [19], with the former type of error being particularly problematic as it induces underestimation of the number of gap species (species not well protected by the existing protected areas) [9] and the further amount of area that needs to be protected to fill the gaps [20].

Spatial data on species distribution is generally available in two main forms: point locations and distribution maps [19,21]. Point locations represent (explicitly or not) the mainstay of most spatially explicit databases and consist mainly (considering mammals) in museum records and lists of locations of species sightings and captures. However, to be usable in conservation planning, points need to be transformed into areas [19]. Most collections of point locations are often temporally and spatially biased and discontinuous [22,23], and require extensive treatment before being used for conservation planning. Gridded atlases are the most basic form of
transformation of points into areas and are essentially a type of distribution map [24]. They are generally obtained through organizing species records on a map with a superimposed grid of varying cell size, most commonly in the range of 100–10 000 km² (e.g. [25]), but uneven sampling is often the most serious limitation to represent real species distributions. However, points can be used to help build predictive distribution models which can in turn be used to generate maps of species’ predicted distributions and reduce the amount of omission error inherent to any point dataset.

The simplest modelling process that can be applied to a collection of points is based on interpolation of known locations and expert knowledge [14] to produce polygon range maps (e.g. minimum convex polygons and similar [26]). Polygon range maps, however, commonly over-estimate species presence within the range [21], often introducing an unknown amount of commission error that reduces the reliability of maps for conservation applications [19]. In the last few decades, following the increased availability of geographical information systems (GISs) and of detailed digital maps of several environmental variables (e.g. climate, land use, altitude, human densities, vegetation and geology), a number of increasingly sophisticated statistical and computational techniques have been used to generate species distribution maps from point locations and polygon ranges [21,27,28]. A modelling approach uses point locations integrated with environmental data to calibrate and evaluate species distribution models (SDMs) based on the relationship between the presence of a species at known locations and a set of environmental variables [29]. This approach essentially aims at eliminating the omission errors of the point data within the range boundaries defined by polygon data. Another approach uses polygon data integrated with environmental data to generate habitat suitability models (HSMs [30]), aiming at eliminating the commission errors in polygon data by refining the polygons to remove parts where habitats are unsuitable for the species. This last approach needs point locations to evaluate the models.

In this paper, we review the specific attributes of spatial data (point locations and distribution maps) for the development of mammal conservation plans. We particularly focus on point locations that represent the baseline of any knowledge on species distribution and on maps produced by different techniques of interpolation and extrapolation of point locations. We then examine the attributes of the different global datasets currently available on mammals. We restrict our discussion to databases that are global in coverage, but focus our attention on the possibility for data to allow high-quality studies on a scale that is effectively useful for real-life conservation. Although we focus on mammal spatial datasets, we suggest that the same attributes should be met in conservation planning of any other taxonomic group.

2. Attributes of point location data must meet for generating distribution maps

It is not possible to make a unique and prescriptive list of the main attributes that a set of point data should comply with in order to be used in the development of distribution maps, as this depends on variables such as the natural history of the species considered [31], the ecological context of the study area [32], the modelling techniques employed [32] and final purpose of the distribution map. Here, we outline the main factors to take into consideration when assessing the usefulness of point locations for conservation analyses (Box 1), building from a discussion initiated, among others, by Elith & Leathwick [27], Franklin [28] and Kremen et al. [33]. In general, the treatment of this issue in the literature is associated with the development of SDMs, because their inference is based on analytical, quantitative methods. Yet, many of the considerations we make also apply to the point locations used for other modelling procedures, including interpolations and extrapolations based on expert judgement and model evaluations.

**Box 1. Attributes of species spatial data for global conservation applications.**

**Point locations**

1. Spatial coverage: to include all regions where a species is present
2. Spatial accuracy: precise and unbiased
3. Currency: reflecting current distribution and habitat
4. Biological significance: to reflect areas where the species is found permanently and naturally
5. Credibility: scientific credibility of the source (including correct taxonomic identification)
6. Availability: point locations made available to the public for scrutiny and use

**Distribution maps (further to the attributes above)**

7. Spatial accuracy: reduce commission and omission errors
8. Spatial scale: to match the intended conservation application
9. Credibility: evaluated with independent data or reviewed by the best expert for the taxon/geographical area
10. Availability: maps (and point locations which they are based upon) made available to the public for scrutiny and use

(a) Sample size and spatial coverage

There is no set rule for calculating the minimum number of records required for developing a sufficiently accurate species distribution map. Nonetheless, the basic rule is that the point location dataset should be representative of the entire geographical distribution as well as of the full variation in environmental conditions where the species can be found. Whereas the geographical coverage is important especially when the points are used to interpolate a range map [26], a good representation of environmental conditions is particularly important for SDMs [27]. This has three immediate implications: (i) the number of point locations should increase along with the heterogeneity of the predictors used for the model (i.e. with habitat heterogeneity), (ii) the number of points should increase along with the size of the species distribution, and (iii) a specific sampling design is often necessary to collect an adequate sample of locations (or to integrate an existing but insufficient dataset) that represents the full parameter space...
available for the species. For example, in most ecological contexts across all continents, land cover, one of the environmental variables commonly used for SDMs, has been deeply affected by human impacts that have caused increased fragmentation [34]. The resulting highly heterogeneous mosaics would require adequate sampling in order to capture their full (multi-scalar) variation.

The number of records should account also for the measurement error of the variables (e.g. the accuracy of a land use map), admittedly difficult to quantify but almost certain to occur in GIS layers of environmental variables. To account for errors that vary across the layers there is little solution but to increase the number of species records as much as possible.

For SDMs, several authors have proposed minimum numbers of data points to ensure good maps. Elith & Leathwick [27] and Kremen et al. [33] suggested that as few as 30 records might be sufficient in certain situations. However, such a small number would be acceptable only in highly homogeneous environments for all parameters of the model. From a purely statistical point of view, the simple rule of thumb for regression models suggests at least 10 (but, more cautiously, up to 20–40) records for each predictor used in the regression.

There have been claims of good model predictive power also with numbers of records smaller than 50 but it is likely that the outcome is just a description of broad trends, probably good for large-scale (grain and extent) biogeographic studies but of limited use for conservation applications. Coudon & Gégout [35] suggested that 50 records are a good compromise between a small sample and good model performance and other authors raised the minimum to 50–100 records [36,37]. As a general guideline, 50–100 records appear to be the minimum to calibrate a model and safely account for all types of variation, adequately cover large extents and reduce the impact of the limitations described in the following paragraphs. However, 100–500 appear to be very often a more secure quantity to rely on, as it could help solving other potential issues of the sample (e.g. effect size [28]) and include the independent dataset needed for model evaluation. Note that considering interpolation techniques (e.g. convex polygons) instead of SDMs would require a much higher number of points, providing at the same time a much more homogeneous coverage of the study area. The challenge, however, is that a dataset with as few as 50–100 records will then have to also meet all the attributes discussed below.

(b) **Autocorrelation**

All point data, especially if there are a small number of records, and specifically for developing SDMs, need to be independent from each other [38]. Practically, we should consider that the presence of a species in one location is independent (i.e. not influenced) by the presence/absence in the neighbouring location. At least two main types of independence are relevant when considering species records. The first is spatial autocorrelation where the position of one data point in space depends on the position of the previous data point collected. It occurs, for example, when animals are sampled at congregatory locations (e.g. waterholes, breeding areas) or when sampling the same animal within short time periods (e.g. radio- or Global Positioning System (GPS)-tracking records). The second type of autocorrelation is biological, when the sampled animals are related within a social structure (e.g. herds, packs and any animal association) and the movements of one is dependent on those of the other member of the group. This type of autocorrelation is most common, for example, when modelling at local scale using observations from radio-telemetry, sightings or sampling animals from migrating herds. There are several techniques and rules of thumb to ensure full data independence [39], and there are also instances in which autocorrelation can help improving prediction success [40]. The main point here is that we cannot simply ignore the issue and use whatever data are available.

(c) **Bias**

Most species records are the result of opportunistic collections without a coherent sampling strategy to cover the full variation of environmental variables across the entire range. Biases are therefore very common: records can be spatially biased towards the most popular (e.g. the urban and protected areas) or easily accessible sites (e.g. along road networks), and temporally biased towards certain times of the day or of the year when the species can be easily observed [22,41–44]. This is especially true when occasional data are collected using methods that sample only one aspect of the biology of the species, such as sightings at preferred sites, road kills, hunting bags, etc. Biases are likely to occur also when the species live at various densities across the range and presence data selectively reflects only areas of higher density and easier detection. Temporal biases are also common, owing to irregular recordings over time, causing biased coverage of the environmental variation.

Plotting on two- or three-dimensional graphs the values of environmental variables in stratified locations across the entire species range and overlapping those with the values of the locations available for modelling (both presence and absence ideally) can help in understanding to what extent the database available covers well the parameter space.

The problem of biased dataset can be partially solved by weighting the presence data according to their distribution patterns [27] but at the cost of introducing substantial subjectivity in the model.

(d) **Accuracy**

Point data collected in the last 10–20 years are likely to have been georeferenced using a GPS, which ensures high accuracy. However, most of the species records stored by museums and research centres have been collected when locations were defined simply by toponyms (i.e. the name of a local geographical feature) and they are normally associated with a moderate to high level of inaccuracy [45]. The centroid of the toponym is often used to transform the toponym into precise geographical coordinates. However, this procedure
merely masks the inaccuracy of the original data and does not solve their limitations [46]. Ideally, species records with unknown or unacceptable level of accuracy should be eliminated from the set of data points used to develop maps. For many poorly known restricted-range mammals these might be the only available records, but this introduces a further problem as for these species in particular, accuracy is of paramount importance. So, effort should be made to try to correct inaccurate locations for restricted-range species a posteriori on the basis of corollary information (e.g. for species known only from the type locality and restricted to high elevation, a relatively common situation for tropical mammals, move the record according to a digital elevation model of the area).

(e) Time relevance
Species distributions are not static, they evolve and shift dynamically in time and space as a consequence of changed land use and other climatic and environmental conditions. Given the high land cover conversion rate in most regions (e.g. [47]), as a general guideline only records referring to a time period of about 10–20 years around the date of the predictor layers should be used for current distribution maps. As most species records are collected opportunistically over long time periods, the attribute of time relevance vastly reduces the amount of point data available.

The attribute of data currency is even tighter for SDMs based on land cover maps. An SDM is a model of the relationship between the species presence and its environment, although simplified by the selection of few predictors. It is therefore mandatory that the data points used to calibrate/evaluate the model and the environmental layers refer to the same time period. The assumption that the value of the predictors at each location reflects the condition at the time when the species was actually recorded [29] is a key and often forgotten condition to build SDMs. As most SDMs aim at modelling current distribution, recent data points are necessary to match current layers of the predictors. Assuming no habitat conversion even over a few years is not realistic, especially in highly human-dominated landscapes. For example, in Italy almost 52 per cent of the land cover has changed in the last 30 years in spite of rules on maintaining traditional landscapes [47], and this is true also for the existing protected areas [48].

(f) Reliability
Data points have normally been collected by a variety of people, not all equally reliable. The species may have been misidentified, the location and time may have been wrongly recorded and many other sources of errors may have been introduced in the datasets [49,50]. The credibility of the source should be carefully evaluated before accepting the dataset [51].

(g) Biological significance
The least recognized source of error in a point location dataset is the biological information linked to a record of presence. Location points are generally assumed to represent where the species is found permanently and naturally, not as a temporary transient or as a consequence of any human pressure and, in modelling habitat suitability, they are often assumed to indicate the optimal habitat of the species. However, reality is far from these assumptions as species may have been displaced or restricted to a portion of their range as a consequence of various factors, such as human impacts, interspecific competition and historical reasons, all common processes for most of the world where landscapes have been deeply changed by human activities [52]. These range shifts may have the consequence of pushing the species to poorly suitable habitat, and sampling it will result in misleading distribution models. Also, many species change habitat seasonally and point locations may reflect only some of a species’ life stages. Mammals are often highly mobile and it is natural that during migrations, dispersal, occasional wanderings or accidents often occur outside their normal range or in unsuitable or poorly suitable habitat. A large dataset is expected to dilute the potential impact of these occurrences, which could otherwise have a significant weight if the dataset was small. Species live often also in sink areas (where $\lambda < 0$) as part of spatially structured metapopulations, and presence data from these areas would need to be balanced with data from the whole species range to ensure correct representation of all environmental variations. Again, a large dataset is expected to reduce the probability of biased representation, at least for species that are not spatially structured as a consequence of territorial behaviour.

Neglecting these potential sources of error is very risky as the resulting models could be biologically wrong even though their statistical performance is good [53]. Unfortunately, this biological information is lacking from most of the species records and it is not possible to filter the data according to them. In the absence of good quality data with associated ecological information, the only (partial) solution is to increase the number of data points as far as possible. In view of these considerations, we suggest that a minimum of 50–100 data points could be a reasonable rule of thumb for the greatest majority of SDMs, whatever the modelling technique used.

(b) Sources of species records
The attributes of a good dataset of species presence are so demanding that the only way to obtain it is often through a specific survey. A properly designed survey can ensure the completeness of coverage for the study area, required sample size, correct stratification of the environmental variables, prevalence of the species, resolution and precision of the records, and many other characteristics of the sample that are important for SDMs [28]. A specific survey could be designed to obtain estimates of the detectability of the species and provide an extremely useful parameter for more refined modelling techniques [54,55]. However, it is actually rare that a species modelling exercise also includes the collection of species point data in the field. If it can be done for small extents or in conjunction with surveys aimed at other goals than species modelling, it would certainly be impractical for studies at continental or global scale. Moreover, investing limited conservation resources in data collection should be always considered
in the context of other options such as implementation of conservation action [56]. Therefore, the only alternative sources of data are the existing datasets derived by the opportunistic collections organized by museums and research centres or extracted from data of national biological inventories and conservation programmes. At the global scale, for most species these data repositories are the only sources of species records.

3. FURTHER ATTRIBUTES OF DISTRIBUTION MAPS

Any distribution map interpolated and/or extrapolated from point locations that do not reach minimum quality attributes, as discussed above, has a chance to be of diminished value. Even if it is based on point locations of reasonably good quality, a distribution map should be assessed against further attributes before being used in conservation applications (Box 1).

(a) Accuracy and scale

While accuracy for point locations is best summarized by the precision of locations and collective biases of points, for polygon ranges it is more appropriately measured by the rate of errors of commission and omission [57]. The way interpolations are applied to complete insufficient geographical coverage of the data determines the amount of the two types of error. Their impact is not always explicitly assessed, but is known to exist and depends on the analysis carried out [37]. Global studies of conservation priorities have often used coarse grain data represented in large grid cells or hexagons (e.g. [14,16,58]), which inevitably include a large amount of unoccupied area [52]. This is because environmental variables that are used to determine the distribution of species [29], particularly those linked to human pressures, are expected to have highly heterogeneous values across space and to be best represented at small resolution.

Ideally, spatial conservation prioritization analyses would need maps on a resolution that is fine-scaled enough to capture the fragmented and discontinuous distribution of species, and discriminate between sites on the scale of conservation action. Gridded data on a resolution lower than 100 km² (and often 1–25 km²) may be necessary if the output is expected to have really useful conservation applications [59]. In practice, such data are far from being available for the vast majority of mammal species. To approximate this fine scale, interpolations organized by museums and research centres can be only 174.

(b) Credibility and availability

To ensure that the information is the best available and conservation is planned on the most credible foundation, the species distribution maps should be (i) evaluated against independent data, if derived from statistical SDM and/or expert based HSMs, or (ii) compiled or reviewed and approved by species experts if based on expert judgement. In addition, we advocate that maps based on expert judgement should be accompanied by a rationale explaining how the distribution was drawn. Different species experts may have different attitudes towards, for example, the risk of interpolating distribution maps over large areas of unsampled but potentially suitable habitat between locations where a species has been found. As managing the number and diversity of mammals exceeds the knowledge of any individual expert, it is inevitable that global datasets for mammal distribution need the support of a large network of experts. The different perspectives of species experts are then likely to be reflected in sometime large differences in species distribution maps. An explicit rationale for the maps would facilitate further re-evaluation of the maps, and over time increase the consistency of inferences among experts, thus among species. Moreover, if species distribution maps are expected to have a real impact on conservation, it is of paramount importance that they are of public domain and transparently open to scrutiny and critique (Box 1).

4. GLOBAL SPATIAL DATASETS ON MAMMALS

(a) Point locations

The single largest repository of point locations for mammals is the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) [4], an international institution dedicated to facilitating free and open access to biodiversity data through a web portal where data are submitted by voluntary providers and downloadable by users. GBIF currently (February 2011) lists data from 11 708 datasets by 322 institutes worldwide, accounting for more than 260 millions records in total and almost 3 400 000 geo-referenced records belonging to more than 3700 mammal species. More than 60 per cent of the data are composed from observations and less than 40 per cent from digitized natural history collections data, and list among the others, information such as coordinates, coordinate precision, collection date and identification date.

The GBIF database is in constant expansion, and between 2008 and 2010 alone the records with coordinates pertaining to mammals have more than doubled, bringing the current amount of points collected in the last 30, 20 and 10 years, respectively, to 776 159, 489 927 and 228 757, accounting for 36.3, 22.9 and 10.7 per cent of all points collected after 1950. This, along with the fact that points are unevenly distributed among species and that for most records information on precision is not available (figure 1), brings the number of mammal species with more than 100 records with coordinates, an indication of coordinate precision, and less than 20 years of age (i.e. potentially, reasonably accurate and current) to be only 174.

The spatial coverage of mammal point locations in GBIF (figure 2) does not reflect the known global patterns of mammal richness [14], as the maximum
density of point locations in GBIF is found in North America and Europe, while the maximum richness in mammal species is in the tropics. This is strong evidence of an overall spatial bias in data collection, which is expected in a meta-database like GBIF because there is no systematic plan and means of acquiring data. The natural history collections that form the basis of the dataset have in general displayed a high incidence of species, geographical and temporal bias [22,42,45,46,60,61]. Also field data collection, the other source of point locations, is more likely to be carried out in developed, species poor but funds rich countries. Another limitation of the GBIF dataset is that without access to the original data, it is impossible to assess the independence of single data points. Multiple points could in fact refer to the same individual subject to a monitoring campaign, introducing further bias in the data. While this may be negligible with large amounts of data, it may become relevant for species with scarce data.

However unsatisfying the quantity and quality of point locations may be, they are by definition the only primary source of knowledge on species distribution (although not all point locations used to derive the existing global mammal distribution maps are from GBIF), and as such are used for expert interpolation/extrapolation, model calibration and evaluation. When metadata on point locations are available (spatial error, age, identification date) the amount of error they contain can be quantified directly and weighted in modelling, an advantage over distribution maps where the error can be estimated indirectly through point locations (HSMs and SDMs) or not quantified at all (range maps drawn by experts).

(b) Distribution maps

Several datasets of global mammal distribution maps have been assembled in the last decade. The first two global sets of range maps to cover all mammal species were compiled by Sechrest [62] and Ceballos et al. [58] for 4735 and 4795 species, respectively. The first set was built from consulting over 2000 publications and gathering all types of available spatial data filtered for currency, accuracy and source reliability. Maps were built with subjective but conservative interpretation whenever point locations or different maps had to be reconciled into a final map. This database has been used, among other studies, for the first global gap analysis aimed at evaluating the effectiveness of the existing network of protected areas [16]. The second dataset was assembled using literature sources. Ranges were superimposed on a 10 000 km² grid for subsequent analyses of conservation priorities [8]. Several studies have been based on this dataset (e.g. [63]).

In 2008, the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) completed the Global Mammal Assessment (GMA; including the distribution maps for 5489 species or ca 95% of the mammals) as part of the larger Red List programme [14]. The GMA database is freely available [5] and open to scrutiny and includes, for each species, information on taxonomy, spatially explicit distribution, population trends, habitats, threats, human use and conservation measures in place and needed. This dataset has been used to study the patterns of mammalian threat [14] and is currently used for a variety of other geography-based studies, including two in this issue (the modelling of species distribution through HSMs at 0.09 km² resolution for 5027 of 5330 known terrestrial mammals [30]; and a study of the effect of using phylogenetic data for the identification of spatial priorities for mammals [64]).

It is unfortunate that none of the existing global datasets of mammal distribution maps has retained the information about which point locations each map is based on (or this information has not been made available). Points were degraded into the grid...
scheme or lost in drawing the polygons. Therefore, it is impossible to assess the quality of the original point locations used. Of the three global datasets on mammal distributions, the GMA is the only one that has been validated through expert review (the Species Survival Commission of IUCN is composed of more than 8000 experts), is subject to periodic revision to include updates, and has been made available to the public through a website (see above). The flexibility and openness of the GMA can make its distribution maps a community standard for the development of strategies on a global scale. To achieve this, two main issues need to be resolved. One is to improve the link between the maps and the underlying point locations, by making transparent which point locations have been used, and what expert inference has been made to transform these points into a continuous map. The other is to increase map resolution to match that of conservation action, without losing accuracy to an unacceptable level. At the same time, it is necessary to improve models’ accuracy and evaluation for all species.

(c) Sub-global datasets

Whereas this discussion focuses on datasets that are global in coverage, it is relevant also for analyses on sub-global scales. Much of the work on conservation prioritization and action happens on sub-global scales, where strategies are more easily implemented and resources mobilized. Several spatial datasets have been compiled for mammals of large geographical regions, such as sub-Saharan Africa ([65], 942 species mapped on a 1° grid), all Africa ([66], 328 large mammal species mapped at the resolution of 1 km²), Southeast Asia ([9], 1086 species at 1 km² resolution), Europe ([25], all species at the resolution of 2500 km²). All these datasets have been successfully used for many large-scale conservation studies (e.g. [67–69]), although some of the maps were based on very coarse data and on scales and resolution of little significance for site-level conservation. Finally, complete datasets of distribution maps (gridded atlases and polygon ranges) are available for many countries, assembled on a great diversity of scales and resolutions [28].

5. CONCLUSION

Species data are but one piece of the information needed in conservation planning, and other datasets (e.g. habitats, threats) need to also be considered in developing global and local strategies [30,70,71]. However, species distribution maps remain the foundation of any conservation planning and managers must build on whatever is available. The heterogeneity of mammal spatial data appears to be a serious constraint for global strategies. A combination of paucity of data and lack of standardized criteria to accept minimum attributes of data quantity and quality for spatial analyses and conservation strategies hinders the potential of the most advanced methods of spatial prioritization and reduces the application on scales useful for conservation action. The negative impact of inaccurate maps on conservation strategies is difficult to quantify but can be potentially very dangerous for conserving species. We advocate the need for more rigorous screening of the datasets being used for map production, the explicit discussion of the data according to their attributes and the adoption of the most conservative modelling approach [19].

Current datasets are limited and with different types of problems. Datasets of point locations are quantitatively and qualitatively poor for global analyses and appear largely insufficient to generate SDMs for all mammals. Polygon ranges are now available through the GMA and allow the production of HSMs for almost all species [30] and obtaining distribution maps for conservation analyses. Finally, we advocate an increased openness of the datasets, and the
possibility for users to contribute with information and critique will help in enhancing the quality of the data-sets and gradually building a dynamic database to become the world reference for the distribution of all mammal species.
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